Abstract-We study the delay performance of backpressure routing algorithms using last-in first-out (LIFO) schedulers (LIFO-backpressure). We uncover a surprising behavior in which, under certain channel conditions, the average delay of packets is high at low traffic load and decreases as the load in the network increases. We propose and analyze a queueing-theoretic model under which the scheduler can transmit packets only if the queue length meets or exceeds a threshold, and we show that the model analytically bears out the observed phenomenon. Using matrix geometric methods, we derive a numerical solution for the average packet delay in the general case, and, using z-transform techniques, we further provide closed-form solutions for a special case. Our analysis indicates that when the threshold is fixed (as may happen under lossless channel conditions), the average delay is small at low traffic load and increases with increasing load, as expected. On the other hand, when the threshold fluctuates (as may happen under changing, lossy channel conditions), the average delay may be high at low load and decrease, sometimes substantially, with the traffic load. We corroborate these findings with TOSSIM simulations on different types of networks, using measured channel traces. Further, we propose a replicationbased LIFO-backpressure algorithm (RBL) to improve the delay performance of LIFO-backpressure. Analytical and simulation results show that RBL dramatically reduces the delay of LIFO-backpressure at low load, while maintaining high throughput performance at high load.
The work in [3] proposes an elegant solution to the delay problem by replacing the standard first-in first-out (FIFO) queueing schedulers at routing nodes by last-in first-out (LIFO) schedulers. LIFO-backpressure traps a few packets at each queue to establish a routing gradient and ensures fast delivery of most other packets. This joint routing-scheduling policy has been analytically demonstrated to achieve an optimal utilitydelay 1 tradeoff [4] . LIFO-backpressure has been implemented in the form of a data-collection protocol for wireless-sensor networks, called the backpressure collection protocol (BCP) [3] , which routes packets toward a single destination (sink). Unlike minimumcost tree routing algorithms (e.g., [5] ), BCP makes routing and forwarding decisions based on local information and does not need to explicitly compute paths. Extensive simulations and testbed experiments show that LIFO-BCP drastically improves delay performance over the FIFO-based version of BCP.
Nevertheless, our own TOSSIM simulations (using the source code of BCP in TinyOS [3] ) show that LIFObackpressure can exhibit intriguing delay behavior in certain conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (the simulation setup, which uses real received-signal-strength (RSSI) traces, is described in detail in Section VI). Under lossless channel conditions as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the average delay of packets is small at low traffic and increases with the load, in a manner that is consistent with standard queueing models, such as M/M/1. On the other hand, under lossy channel conditions, wherein a non-negligible fraction of packets gets lost and requires re-transmissions, we observe an opposite trend: the end-to-end average delay of delivered packets is high at low traffic load and decreases with the load, at least initially. Thus, Fig. 1(b) indicates that the average delay of packets, when packets are generated at a rate of one per second at each node, is four times higher than that when packets are generated at a rate of seven per second at each node (i.e., 1,000 ms in the former case versus 250 ms in the latter case).
The first goal of this paper is to explain this unexpected behavior within the context of understanding the impact of channel and traffic conditions on the delay behavior of LIFObackpressure schedulers. We introduce and analyze a queueingtheoretic model that qualitatively captures the behavior of LIFO-backpressure.
Specifically, we initially focus on a two-node network consisting of one source node and one destination node. This simple network turns out to be sufficient to reproduce the observed effects. The behavior of the LIFO-backpressure scheduler at the source node is modelled using a single-queue system with threshold. The threshold is related to the expected number of transmissions (ETX) needed for a successful packet reception on a given channel. Thus, the threshold may change over time, depending on channel conditions. The scheduler can transmit packets only if the queue length (i.e., the number of packets in the queue) meets or exceeds the threshold. Under appropriate statistical assumptions on the traffic and channel dynamics, the evolution of such a system can be described using a multidimensional continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC). We derive a numerical solution for the general case using matrix geometric methods [6] . Furthermore, using z-transform techniques [7] , we provide closed-form solutions for the special case where the threshold oscillates between 0 and 1.
Next, we conduct a delay analysis of LIFO-backpressure for a chain network in a low-load regime. Our analysis indicates that the high delay of LIFO-backpressure at low load occurs due to slow variations of the threshold. On the other hand, if the threshold is fixed (e.g., if the channel is lossless), then the average delay is small at low load and increases with the traffic load as expected.
The second main contribution of this paper is to propose a novel lightweight mechanism, called replication-based LIFObackpressure (RBL) , to remedy the aforementioned problem. Through the analysis of an approximate CTMC, that is asymptotically exact at low load, we show that RBL improves delay performance over LIFO-backpressure at low load. We implement the replication mechanism into BCP, and refer to the new implementation as RBL-BCP. Our simulations of RBL-BCP demonstrate the delay performance improvement over BCP. The simulations also show that RBL does not compromise throughput performance of BCP at high load.
In summary, our contributions are as follows.
• We propose and analyze a queueing-theoretic model to elucidate the high delay problem of LIFO-backpressure at low load.
• We propose and analyze a replication-based LIFObackpressure algorithm that reduces the large delay of LIFO-backpressure at low load.
• Through extensive simulations, we demonstrate the existence of the high delay problem of LIFO-backpressure in large networks and show that RBL significantly mitigates this issue.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review related work on backpressure-routing algorithms and describe the BCP protocol, upon which our analytical model is based. In Section III, we formulate our CTMC model and provide a matrix geometric method for numerically solving the general model. We also derive closed-form expressions of the average delay for a special case. In Section IV, we analyze the delay of LIFO-backpressure in a chain network at low load. Section V describes our proposed RBL and provides corresponding analysis results. Section VI presents simulation results for larger networks to support our analytical findings and compares the performance of RBL-BCP and BCP. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Backpressure Algorithms
The origin of backpressure algorithms lies in the seminal work of Tassiulas and Ephremides [8] . A backpressure algorithm is mathematically constructed by minimizing the Lyapunov drift that represents the difference between the values of the Lyapunov function at the current time slot and at the next time slot. This leads to a problem, known as MaxWeight, of maximizing the weighted sum of link rates, where the weights are represented by backlog differentials. Intuitively, data packets are sent over links with high rates and to neighbors with low backlog, thus achieving a load balancing effect.
The chief advantages of backpressure algorithms are to avoid explicit path computations and achieve throughput-optimal performance. However, backpressure algorithms suffer from high end-to-end packet delays, due to lack of backpressure to push packets toward their destinations, sometimes leading to packet looping. These problems are more severe at light load. An extreme case is of a packet entering an empty network and engaging in some kind of random walk until reaching its destination [2] .
Several approaches have been proposed to solve the delay problem of backpressure algorithms [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Instead of using queue differentials as weights of the MaxWeight problem, [10] proposes representing weights with delay information of packets in the queues. The idea is that packets that have already experienced high delays are more likely to be scheduled for transmission in the next time slot, whereas the original backpressure algorithm would give longer queues higher priority irrespective of the delay experienced by packets. The authors in [11] describe a novel backpressure-based per-packet randomized routing framework. It leverages a shadow queue structure that lowers the complexity of maintaining queues. By minimizing the number of hops by packets, their routing algorithms reduce delay drastically. Reference [12] proposes a hybrid routing algorithm based on a shortest-path algorithm and the backpressure routing. By forcing a set of constraints on the number of hops that can be traversed by packets, this method prevents packets from long paths exploration. Similarly, the authors in [13] propose the use of a combination of a shortest-path algorithm and the backpressure method in order to improve delay performance. Furthermore, they show that implementing per-neighbor queues instead of per-flow queues can further reduce delays as well as system implementation complexity.
B. Quadratic Lyapunov Function-Based Algorithms
Based on the original backpressure algorithms, Neely et al. developed so-called quadratic Lyapunov function-based algorithms (QLA) for general stochastic network utility optimization problems [2] . Instead of purely minimizing the Lyapunov drift, QLA is constructed by minimizing the Lyapunov drift plus a penalty (or the negative of a utility), in which the penalty is weighted by a parameter V . As V gets larger, the algorithm puts more emphasis on the resulting penalty and less on network stability. The performance results of QLA are given in the following [O(1/V ), O(V )] utility-delay tradeoff form: backpressure is able to achieve a utility that is within O(1/V ) of the optimal utility for any scalar V ≥ 1, while guaranteeing an average network delay that is O(V ). QLA can prevent packet looping when the penalty function is related to the number of transmissions since looping adds transmissions. However, a large delay may still prevail at low load due to the lack of backpressure to push packets toward their destinations.
Much effort has been spent to reduce the large O(V ) delay of QLA. The authors in [14] prove that under QLA, the network backlog stays close to a fixed value (called attractor), which is the dual optimal solution of a deterministic optimization problem. While the attractor has an order of O(V ), the fluctuation of the network backlog around the attractor is bounded by O(log 2 (V )) with high probability. The authors, therefore, propose an algorithm that prefills queues with null packets that play the role of attractor. Hence, the real packets arrive into a queue whose length is bounded by O(log 2 (V )), and the algorithm achieves an optimal
Motivated by practical implementations of backpressure routing algorithms, the authors in [4] prove that LIFObackpressure achieves the optimal [O(1/V ), O(log 2 (V ))] utility-delay tradeoff. Note that FIFO-backpressure would achieve a [O(1/V ), O(V )] utility-delay tradeoff since packets need to traverse a whole queue in order to be transmitted. The idea behind LIFO-backpressure is straightforward: packets constituting the attractor are trapped in the queue forever and serve the same role as that of null packets in the algorithm described before. The delay improvement of LIFO over FIFO is shown through real experiments [3] and theoretical studies [4] .
Most of the aforementioned studies focus on the optimal utility-delay tradeoff in terms of the scalar parameter V (or when the parameter V becomes large). Little study has been conducted on the effects of other network parameters on the delay performance of backpressure routing algorithms, including channel dynamics and traffic load in the network. As we have shown in Section I, even though LIFO-backpressure achieves an optimal utility-delay tradeoff performance, its delay at low load may be very high. This work serves the goal of better understanding the behavior of LIFO-backpressure and shedding light on the effects of network parameters (channel conditions and network traffic) on its delay performance.
The authors in [9] propose backpressure with adaptive redundancy (BWAR) in the context of delay-tolerant networks. BWAR uses an adaptive redundancy mechanism to improve the delay performance of backpressure at low load. While RBL resembles BWAR, it differs in two key aspects: 1) BWAR is based on the original backpressure algorithm while RBL is based on QLA, with a penalty function that aims to minimize the number of transmissions, and 2) BWAR generates duplicates whenever the queue length falls below some preset threshold, whereas RBL generates replicas only when packets get stuck in the queue due to channel degradation. We detail RBL in Section V. Note that the idea of injecting redundant packets was also proposed in [15] and [16] for routing in delay-tolerant networks.
We distinguish this paper from our previous work [1] with the addition of our proposed replication-based LIFO-backpressure algorithm. We also provide the analysis and simulation results to show that RBL improves delay performance over LIFObackpressure.
C. BCP Explained
BCP [3] is a practical, distributed QLA implementation, where nodes independently make routing decisions based on local information. The routing decisions are made per packet instead of routing all packets through the same computed path.
Since all packets are routed to the same destination, each node only needs to maintain one queue. Let Q i represent the backlog at node i. Then, ΔQ i,j = Q i − Q j is the queue differential (backpressure) between node i and its neighbor node j. Let R i→j denote the estimated link rate (measured in packets per second) from i to j and ETX i→j is the average number of transmissions for a packet to be successfully sent over the link. In the routing policy of BCP, node i calculates the following backpressure weight for each neighbor j
where V is a tradeoff parameter.
The routing decision (next hop of the packet) is determined by finding the neighbor j * with the highest weight. Then, the node needs to make the forwarding decision: if w i,j * > 0, the packet is forwarded to node j * , else the packet is held until the metric is recomputed. In other words, if the weights for all neighbor nodes are zero or negative, the node will do nothing but wait until the next recomputation (after a reroute period). A pseudocode of BCP is given in Algorithm 1. Since routing decisions are made on a per-packet basis, at most, one packet can be transmitted at each iteration of the "while" loop in the algorithm. 
5:
Transmit one packet to j *
6:
Update ETX i→j * and R i→j * 7: else 8:
Wait for a reroute period 9: end if 10: end while.
As a QLA algorithm, BCP aims to minimize the number of packet transmissions (ETX) while guaranteeing network stability. The parameter V (V ≥ 1) represents the weight of the penalty (ETX) in the optimization problem.
QLA assumes that ETX is perfectly observed while BCP estimates ETX based on an exponential moving weighted average. ETX is updated as follows whenever a new sample of ETX is obtained: ETX new = αETX old + (1 − α)ETX, where the default value of α is 0.9. In TinyOS, a node makes, at most, five attempts to transmit a packet to a neighbor. Therefore, 1 ≤ ETX ≤ 5. The link rate is calculated as the reciprocal of the packet transmission time. The estimated link rate R is updated based on an exponential moving weighted average.
III. TWO-NODE ANALYSIS
In this section, we model and analyze LIFO-backpressure (LIFO-BCP) in the context of a two-node network. Based on the routing policy of LIFO-backpressure, we construct a systemlevel queueing model with dynamic threshold and represent it with a CTMC. Then, we provide a matrix geometric method to numerically solve the CTMC and obtain the average delay of packets in the queueing system. Meanwhile, we use the ztransform technique to analyze the average delay for a special case.
A. BCP in Two-Node Network
In the two-node network, packets are injected into the source node s and forwarded to the destination node t. Under BCP, the source node simply calculates the weight
The second equation comes from the fact that Q t = 0. Since s only has t as its neighbor node, s does not need to choose the next hop and only needs to make forwarding decisions. Furthermore, we can drop R s→t because it does not affect the sign of the backpressure weight. For ease of discussion, we discard the subscripts in the formula. Based on BCP and the form of backpressure weight, the source node forwards a packet only when Q > V · ETX. When Q ≤ V · ETX, the source node is waiting either for the queue Q to grow or ETX to become smaller. Thus, the value of V · ETX serves as a threshold on the queue.
First, let us take a look at the scenario of a lossless channel with fixed ETX. In this case, the threshold is static with value V · ETX. Due to the forwarding policy of BCP, Q will be lower bounded by V · ETX. Under FIFO, the average delay is D = Q/λ ≥ V · ETX/λ by Little's Law, where λ denotes Fig. 2 . Illustration of queueing system with dynamic threshold. In this example, the threshold has the dynamic range [2, 6] and the current threshold is 3. Due to LIFO policy and threshold range, packets 1 and 2 will never have a chance to be served and stay in the queue forever. the packet arrival rate. This lower bound is consistent with the O(V ) delay result in theoretical analysis, and reaches a high value when the load λ is low. As λ increases, the lower bound decreases. Under LIFO, a fraction of packets, the number of which is equal to the threshold V · ETX, is trapped in the head of the queue. These trapped packets will stay in the queue forever and cannot be transmitted while all of the other packets transiting in the queue will be transmitted. Ignoring the trapped packets and assuming exponentially distributed service time, the Markov chain describing the evolution of the number of packets in the queue will be the same as that of an M/M/1 queue in the lossless case.
Next, suppose that the channel has a dynamic ETX in the range of [ETX min , ETX max ]. Correspondingly, the threshold is dynamic within range [V · ETX min , V · ETX max ]. Then, Q will be lower bounded by V · ETX min due to the threshold range. Under FIFO, the average delay is D = Q/λ ≥ V · ETX min /λ. However, under LIFO, the V · ETX min packets in the head of the queue are trapped forever and the rest of the queue will be equivalent to a queue with a dynamic threshold in the range of [0, V · ETX max − V · ETX min ]. For example, in Fig. 2 , the threshold range is [2, 6] . Under FIFO, the packet needs to go through all of the queue to get served and the queue length is at least 2 due to the range of threshold. However, under LIFO, packets 1 and 2 are in the queue forever. Thus, the remaining queue is equivalent to a queue with a threshold range [0, 4] . A snapshot of simulation (Fig. 3) illustrates the threshold effect of ETX on the queue length.
We note that the number of the ignored packets is a constant V · ETX min . Therefore, the impact of the ignored packets on the packet delivery rate is negligible when the system is run for a long time, as also shown by our numerical results in Section VI-C.
B. Queueing Model
Now we construct a queueing model with a dynamic threshold based on the routing policy of LIFO-backpressure. Assume that the arrival process of packets is Poisson with rate λ. The channel is represented by the Gilbert model [17] , a Markov chain that transits between two states, namely, a good state and bad state. The transition rate from the good state to bad state is σ 1 and the transition rate from the bad state to good state is σ 2 . Under the good channel, the threshold is 0 and service time is exponentially distributed with rate μ 1 while under the bad channel, the threshold is a positive integer K and the service time is exponentially distributed with rate μ 2 (usually, μ 1 ≥ μ 2 ). Thus, in association with the channel model, the threshold dynamic can also be represented by a two-state Markov chain. Let (n, c) (n ∈ N, c ∈ {0, 1}) denote the system states: n is the number of packets in the queue; and c = 0 and c = 1 represent the good channel and bad channel, respectively. Then, Fig. 4 depicts the entire Markov chain for the queueing system.
Although the simplistic Gilbert channel model assumes that the channel can only be in two different states, it is sufficient for qualitatively capturing the temporal dynamics and correlation of more complex channel models. This channel model also implicitly captures the effect of interferences between nodes, whereas good and bad channels, respectively, imply low and high levels of interference. We also note that under a lossless channel with fixed threshold, the system state has transitions restricted to half of the Markov chain corresponding to a good channel, which is the same as M/M/1.
C. Probability Generating Function
The steady-state distribution of the CTMC is denoted by P n,c . Define
T . Then, the steady-state distribution of the queue length is
We define the following probability generating functions using the z-transform
, and
The probability generating function of the steady-state distribution of queue length N is
Then, the average number of packets in the queue can be obtained from F N (z) and the average delay can be calculated by Little's Law
Next, we develop a matrix geometric method [6] for solving the steady-state distribution of the CTMC and calculating the average delay by (4) and (6) . In Section III-E, we will derive closed-form solutions for the probability generating functions (2) and (3) and compute the average delay based on (5) and (6) for the special case K = 1.
D. Matrix Geometric Method
Based on the balance equations and the normalization condition, we aim to obtain the steady-state distribution P n .
We first derive the balance equations at each state of the CTMC. The balance equations at states (0, 0) and (0, 1) are
then the above balance equations can be simplified as
The balance equations at states (n, 0) and (n, 1)(1≤ n< K) are
The balance equations at states (K, 0) and (K, 1) are
The balance equations at states (n, 0) and (n, 1) (n > K) are:
In summary, the balance equations are as follows:
Now we choose P 1 as an unknown vector and express P n as a linear transform of P 1 . By (7), we have
We express P n in the matrix geometric form
Then, by taking P K+1 = R 2 P K into (9), we have
The steady-state distribution can now be expressed as follows:
The sum of P n from 0 to ∞ is
Based on the normalization condition and the two-state channel model, we have the following equation, from which P 1 can be solved:
Before solving (12), we need to determine R 1 and R 2 . They can be numerically solved as follows. By (8), we have
A sufficient condition to satisfy (13) is
To find R 1 , we can iteratively calculate the following until convergence:
where R 1(j) is the approximation to R 1 at the jth step. Reference [6] has shown that by starting with R 1(0) = 0, the sequence {R 1(0) , R 1(1) , R 1(2) , . . .} is a monotonically increasing sequence that converges to the minimal non-negative solution to (14) .
Similarly, R 2 can also be found through iteratively calculating
With R 1 , R 2 , and P 1 known and by (1), (4), (6), and (11), the average delay of packets in the queueing system is
The computation of the geometric sum in (15) can be conveniently carried out through diagonalization and eigendecomposition of R 1 and R 2 . The method we describe here applies directly for the case of K ≥ 2. The average packet delay when K = 1 can also be numerically computed by using the matrix geometric method with a minor change. Numerical results obtained by the matrix geometric method will be presented in Section VI.
E. z-Transform Method for the Special Case
Since BCP updates ETX by the exponential moving weighted average and the default α in BCP implementation is 0.9, the change in the threshold V · ETX every time is relatively small (e.g., +1/ − 1), which can also be seen from Fig. 3 . Thus, we analyze the special case where the threshold varies between 0 and 1 (K = 1).
When K = 1, the balance equations are
Multiplying both sides of (17) and (18) with z n and summing from n = 1 to ∞, we can obtain
According to the definition of G(z) in (2)
We then replace P 0 by (Q + Λ)
To simplify, we rewrite (19) as
where
In order to obtain G(z), we need to solve P 1 . Since it is a 2-D vector, we need to find two equations. The first equation is the normalization condition, that is, F N (z)| z=1 = 1, and by (3), we have
The second equation is obtained by finding a root of detA(z) = 0 such that the root z 0 satisfies 0 < z 0 < 1. Then, the second equation is
Assuming
By solving (21) and (22), we obtain
where E 1 = λμ+4λσ + 2μσ − (λ + 2σ)E 2 + 3λ 2 + 4σ 2 and E 2 = (λ + μ + 2σ) 2 − 4μλ.
By substituting (23) into (20) and using (3), (5), and (6), the average delay of packets in the queueing system when K = 1 is
Expanding the Maclaurin series of (24) on λ, we obtain the following approximation of the average delay at low load:
By (25), the first term in the series (which is independent of λ) is sensitive to channel dynamics as captured by the parameter σ. If σ is small (i.e., the channel and threshold are slowly varying), then the average delay at low load (i.e., λ → 0) may get high. For example, suppose that the average service time 1/μ is on the order of dozens of milliseconds while the average time that the channel stays in the same state 1/σ is on the order of a few seconds. Then, the average delay will be on the order of seconds. This stands in contrast to the lossless case where the average delay is on the order of milliseconds. Furthermore, the first-order derivative with respect to λ of the average delay is strictly negative. Thus, the average delay decreases with load under light traffic. This is consistent with the counter-intuitive behavior of LIFO-backpressure observed in simulations.
An intuitive explanation of the delay behavior is that the packet at the head of the queue is stuck when the threshold is 1 (bad state) and only gets served when the threshold returns to 0 (good state). Thus, the queueing delay of the stuck packet is mostly determined by the transition time of the threshold from 1 to 0, which can be large when the channel is slowly varying. As the traffic load increases, the proportion of stuck packets decreases, thus reducing the overall average delay.
As discussed in Section III-A, the number of undelivered (trapped) packets in the queue is a constant, which is negligible over the long run. However, the probability that an arriving packet finds the threshold set to 1 is about σ 1 /(σ 1 +σ 2 ) at low load. Hence, a large number of packets may experience very high delay.
IV. NETWORK ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the average packet delay of LIFObackpressure for a chain network at low load. For the network analysis, we use similar notations as in Section III.
Consider a chain network consisting of N + 1 nodes, labelled {0, 1, 2, . . . , N}. There is a bidirectional wireless channel i between node i and node i − 1. We assume that exogenous packets arrive into node N and are routed toward node 0 by LIFO-backpressure. The lossy channel has a dynamic threshold (V · ETX) varying between V · ETX min and V · ETX max as in the Gilbert model while the lossless channel has a fixed threshold V · ETX min . For ease of discussion, we assume that V · ETX min and V · ETX max are positive integers. The service time (transmission time) of each channel is assumed to be exponentially distributed. We are interested in the average packet delay of LIFO-backpressure at low load, that is, when λ → 0. Before analyzing the delay, we characterize the steadystate queue occupancy at each node.
Lemma 1: As λ → 0, the steady-state queue occupancy in the chain network under LIFO-backpressure is almost surely (a.s.)
for both lossless and lossy channel models. Proof: See the Appendix. Fig. 5 illustrates the steady state of a four-node chain network under LIFO-BCP, where V · ETX min = 1. These packets will stay in the network forever while all other packets will reach node 0 within a finite time a.s. As explained in the proof of Lemma 1, there can be, at most, one untrapped packet in the network at any time when λ → 0. The packet will go through N hops to get delivered:
If we ignore the trapped packets in all the queues, then, under the lossless channel, each queue is equivalent to a queue with threshold 0. Under the lossy channel, each queue is equivalent to a queue with a dynamic threshold in the range of
Next, we detail the models for the lossless and lossy channels. In the lossless channel model, we assume that the thresholds of all the channels 1, 2, . . . , N are fixed to 0 and the packet service time is exponentially distributed with rate μ. In the lossy channel model, the channels of each node are identically and independently represented by a Gilbert model, a Markov chain that transits between the good state and bad state. The transition rate from the good state to bad state is σ 1 and the transition rate from the bad state to good state is σ 2 . Under the good channel, the channel threshold is 0 and service time is exponentially distributed with rate μ 1 while under the bad channel, the threshold is K and the service time is exponentially distributed with rate μ 2 (with μ 1 ≥ μ 2 ).
As λ → 0, a packet arriving at the network sees each queue in steady state. Thus, for the lossless channel case, the average delay per hop is 1/μ and the total average packet delay is N/μ.
For the lossy channel case, suppose a new packet arrives at node i. Let (n, c) (n, c ∈ {0, 1}) denote the possible system states for node i. Here, n corresponds to the number of packets in the queue of node i, while c = 0 and c = 1, respectively, represent good and bad states of the channel at node i. State transitions can be described by the first two columns of the Markov chain in Fig. 4 .
Just after the arrival of a new packet, the system can either be in state (1, 0) (i.e., one packet and good channel) with probability σ 2 /(σ 1 + σ 2 ), or in state (1, 1) (one packet and bad channel) with probability σ 1 /(σ 1 + σ 2 ). The system transits to the state of no packets and good channel, that is, (0, 0), when the packet gets transmitted to node i − 1. Thus, the delay that the packet experiences in the queue is the time that the system needs to transit from either (1, 0) or (1, 1) to (0, 0), which we denote by T 1 and T 2 , respectively. Let T 0 denote the time taken for transition from the current state to the next state.
If the system is at state (1, 0) after packet arrival, the average delay of the packet is
On the other hand, if the system is at state (1, 1) after packet arrival, the average delay of the packet is
Solving (27) and (28), we have
Therefore, the expected packet delay for one hop at low load is
Assuming σ 1 = σ 2 = σ and μ 1 = μ, the average packet delay per hop is 2/μ + 1/2σ. Thus, by the linearity of expectation, the total average packet delay under the lossy channel is N (2/μ + 1/2σ). As in the two-node network case, we observe that the delay gets high if σ is small, that is, the channel dynamics are slow. Note that channel contention between different neighbors does not occur because the analysis is for low load. However, our simulations in Section VI do capture wireless interference effects.
V. REPLICATION-BASED LIFO-BACKPRESSURE
A. Algorithm Description
Our previous analysis indicates that the high delay of LIFO-backpressure at low load is due to threshold dynamics. Consider again a scenario where the threshold varies between 0 and 1. The idea underlying RBL is as follows: when a packet at the tail gets stuck due to threshold increasing from 0 to 1, we do not wait indefinitely until the threshold returns to 0. Rather, after a certain period of time, we generate a replica of the stuck packet and place it at the head of the queue. Note that due to the LIFO scheduling policy, replicas have lower priority than the original packets for transmission. Based on the routing policy of LIFO-backpressure, the original packet can be served immediately since the queue length is larger than 1 after adding the replica. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of RBL-BCP, an implementation of RBL.
In general, the threshold at a node depends on the queue length of its neighbors and on the link quality to its neighbors. Therefore, the threshold may increase under two scenarios: 1) the queue length of the selected neighbor has increased and 2) the ETX to the selected neighbor has increased. In the former case, adding packets to the network would only exacerbate congestion. In the latter case, however, replication may help. As a result, RBL works as follows: if packets gets stuck in the queue solely due to increasing ETX (see line 10), then a packet at the tail of the queue is replicated onto the head.
The replication is delayed by a certain amount of time, the replication period, to avoid congesting the network (see line 18). More precisely, if new packets arrive to the queue during the replication period, then the replica generation is cancelled. In Section VI, we will show how the length of the replication period affects the number of generated replicas and delay performance. In the case that the threshold increases by more than one, RBL-BCP generates only one replica to avoid causing congestion. A binary variable REP_FLAG is used for this purpose. As explained in Section III-E, fluctuations in the threshold V · ETX are generally small, and this situation is uncommon. Transmit one packet to j * Under static channel conditions, where the ETX remains constant, the replication condition will never be satisfied and there will be no replicas generated. In these cases, the RBL-BCP reverts to the original BCP, meaning that the replication mechanism does not affect the delay performance of BCP for lossless channels.
B. Analysis of RBL
We analyze the average delay of RBL on the two-node network when the threshold varies between 0 and 1, that is, K = 1. Note that there could be, at most, one replica in the queue when K = 1. Let the tuple (n, c, r) (n ∈ N, c ∈ {0, 1}, r ∈ {NR, R}) denote the system states: n is the number of original packets in the queue (excluding replicas); c = 0 and c = 1 represent the good and bad channel, respectively; r = NR means that there is no replica in the queue; and r = R means that there is one replica in the queue. Note that the queue length (i.e., the number of packets including replicas) is n + I {r=R} , where I {•} is the indicator function. Fig. 6 depicts a truncated Markov chain of the queueing system under RBL.
In RBL, a replica is generated whenever packets get stuck in the queue due to increasing threshold. Since the threshold varies between 0 and 1, the only possible stuck packet is the packet at the head. When the packet gets stuck, that is, at state (1, 1, NR) , RBL waits for a replication period, which is assumed to be an exponential random variable with rate γ. If there is no packet arrival during the replication period, RBL generates a replica and the system transits to state (1, 1, R) . Since the replica is put in the queue head, the LIFO scheduler will serve the original packets first. The system transits from the states with one replica to the states with no replica only at (0, 0, R), where the threshold is 0 and the replica is the only packet in the queue.
Next, we calculate the average delay based on the average number of original packets in the queue. We do not use average queue length because the delay of the replica does not contribute to the average delay and is thus ignored. Let the steadystate distribution of the CTMC be denoted by P n,c,r . Then, the steady-state distribution of the number of original packets is π n = P n,0,N R + P n,1,N R + P n,1,R + P n,0,R .
The same as LIFO-backpressure, the CTMC of RBL has an infinite number of states. However, we can still use the truncated CTMC of 12 states in Fig. 6 and obtain correct firstorder Maclaurin series. To see this, note that we have the following balance equation by considering states (0, 0, NR) and (0, 1, NR) together
Another balance equation is
We also have
Similarly, from the balance equations, we can obtain π 2 = O(λ 2 ) and π n = O(λ n ) for n ≥ 3. The average delay is thus
Then, the average delay can be calculated by
This indicates that we can assign zero probability to system states with a queue length over 2 and obtain the same first-order Maclaurin series, justifying the truncation method. After obtaining the steady-state distribution of the truncated CTMC, we can calculate the average delay by
Assuming that σ 1 = σ 2 = σ, μ 1 = μ 2 = μ, the average delay of RBL at low load is approximated by which is the same as the original LIFO-backpressure. From (31), E(T )| λ=0 is monotonically decreasing with increasing γ. Thus, with γ > 0 and λ being small enough, the average delay of RBL is smaller than that of the original LIFO-BCP.
VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results obtained by the matrix geometric method described in Section III. We also provide simulation results of LIFO-BCP to verify the existence of the high delay of LIFO-backpressure at low load in large networks. Simulation results comparing BCP and RBL-BCP are also provided.
A. Numerical Results
Numerical results for the average packet delay in the twonode queueing model are depicted in Fig. 7(a) and (b) for the cases K = 1 and K = 10, respectively. For K = 1, the delay at λ → 0 increases as σ gets smaller, which is consistent with the first term of the analytical result derived using the z-transform method in (25). In addition, the average delay decreases with λ at low load, as predicted by the negative first-order derivative of (25).
For K = 10, the results are qualitatively similar to the case K = 1 when σ is small (e.g., σ = 0.01). However, with faster channel dynamics (e.g., σ = 1), we observe that the delay is small at low traffic load and increases with λ. As pointed out in Section III-E, fluctuations in the threshold are generally small (e.g., +1/ − 1) and, therefore, the case K = 1 appears more realistic.
Finally, we note that for both cases K = 1 and K = 10, all of the curves merge as λ → 1. This means that temporal channel dynamics do not have as much of an effect at high load.
B. Simulation Results of BCP
We next describe simulations of the BCP protocol (with V = 2). Our goal is to verify that our analysis qualitatively captures the behavior of this protocol under different channel conditions. Our simulation is run on TOSSIM [18] , the standard TinyOS simulator for wireless-sensor networks. The simulated network consists of a root node and some sensor nodes, both of which use the sensor model MICAz. In a simulation, the sensor nodes are first initialized uniformly randomly within one second. After initialization, all of the sensor nodes periodically generate packets and inject them into the network layer, where BCP routes the packets toward the root node. The goal of the random initialization is to reduce the amount of MAC contention and MAC delays that would occur if all of the nodes generated packets at the same time.
Our first set of simulations is performed on a five-node network. The results are depicted in Fig. 1 , shown in the introduction of this paper. The simulations use real RSSI traces collected from a vehicular environment, where each sensor node is attached to a different wheel of a car and the root node is placed on the driver's seat [19] . For the lossless channel, we configure the noise power to be −95 dBm, while for the lossy channel, we use real noise traces collected from the Meyer Library of Stanford [20] . These traces exhibit complex temporal dynamics, wherein the noise floor is about −98 dBm and spikes are about −86 dBm. The results are consistent with our analytical findings, that is, the high delay at low traffic load and initial decrease of the delay with load occurs under bursty channel conditions, but not under perfect channel conditions. Our second set of simulations is conducted for a network consisting of 24 sensor nodes and one root node. The topology is a 5 × 5 grid where the root node is located at the center. In this topology, a link only exists between direct neighbors. In other words, nodes that are two hops away cannot hear each other. We fix the noise power to be −85 dBm while we test different received signal powers, namely, −80 dBm and −75 dBm. The packet error probability at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB is close to zero while that with an SNR of 5 dB varies in the range between 0 and 1/2 in the simulator. Therefore, the two different received powers represent lossless and lossy channels. Fig. 8 shows the results for the two different received powers under different α values. Recall that BCP updates ETX by ETX new = αETX old + (1 − α)ETX. Each point represents an average taken over 10 simulations, and 95% confidence intervals are also depicted. In Fig. 8(a) , when the channel is lossy and the threshold is dynamic, the average delay is as high as 3710 ms at 0.5 pkts/s/node and decreases with the load. In Fig. 8(b) , on the other hand, when the channel is lossless and the threshold is static, the average delay is only 31 ms at 0.5 pkts/s/node and is nondecreasing with the load. The average delay at low load in the dynamic case is at least two orders of magnitude larger than in the static case. This phenomenon occurs even though the average number of transmissions in the dynamic case is only, at most, twice larger than that in the static case. These results showcase the manifestation and significance of channel-sensitive delay behavior of LIFO-backpressure in large networks. We note that increasing the value of α somewhat helps to alleviate this problem, but does not eliminate it.
C. Simulation Results of RBL-BCP
In the implementation of RBL-BCP, we design the replication period to be an exponential random variable with a certain average value.
In the following text, we compare three protocols: 1) original BCP; 2) RBL-BCP with an average replication period of 2 s; and 3) RBL-BCP with an average replication period of 500 ms. In addition to evaluating the average delay, we also consider two other important metrics: 1) the packet delivery rate, that is, the ratio of the number of delivered original packets to the number of generated original packets and 2) the replica ratio, that is, the ratio of the number of generated replicas to the number of generated original packets.
Our simulation models a 15-node intracar wireless-sensor network. The network consists of 15 nodes, where the root is on the driver's seat; three sensors are placed in the engine compartment; four sensors are, respectively, attached to the four wheels; three sensors are placed on passenger seats; and the rest are placed on the chassis. We use the same real noise traces as the first simulation in Section VI-B. The simulation results (average delay, packet delivery rate, and replica ratio) are plotted in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 (a) shows that at low load, the average delay of RBL-BCP is much lower than BCP. For example, at a load of 0.5 pkts/s/node, the average delay of BCP is 2237 ms while that of RBL-BCP (500 ms) is 1067 ms, which is almost a two-fold improvement. From Fig. 9(c) , the number of replicas generated with the replication period 2 s is less than with the replication period of 500 ms, as expected. With more replicas generated, the reduction on the delay with the replication period 500 ms is larger than with the replication period 2 s. Since transmissions of more replicas consume more power, this could be viewed as a tradeoff between power consumption and delay. From Fig. 9(c) , we can also see that the number of replicas vanishes as load increases, which confirms that the replication mechanism does not further congest the network at high load. This can also be verified by the observation that the average delays [ Fig. 9(a) ] and packet delivery rates [ Fig. 9(b) ] of the three protocols are undistinguishable at high load. Fig. 9(b) shows that BCP and RBL-BCP achieve high packet delivery rates (around 98% or higher) at low load. This result indicates that the impact of trapped packets is relatively negligible. In fact, one can observe that RBL-BCP achieves higher packet delivery rates than BCP. Indeed, RBL-BCP replicates and delivers packets that would be trapped under BCP.
Our second comparison is on the same 5 × 5 grid network as described in the second simulation of Section VI-B. We fix the noise power to be −85 dBm, and the received signal power is configured to be −80 dBm. The simulation results are plotted in 
VII. CONCLUSION
We developed a queueing-theoretic model and solved it using matrix geometric numerical methods, to elucidate the channelsensitive delay behavior of LIFO-backpressure. We also provided closed-form analytical results on the average delay that showcases the high delay problem due to channel dynamics. The results were extended to a chain network, in a low-load regime. Through simulations, we further verified the existence and significance of the channel-sensitive delay behavior of LIFO-backpressure in large networks. Therefore, an important finding of this paper was to show that, under lossy channel conditions, LIFO-based backpressure may suffer from similar high delay issues at low load as FIFO-based backpressure. An intuitive explanation for the high delay is that some packets get stuck in the queue due to the threshold increase (i.e., the channel quality degrades). These packets have to wait until the threshold decreases (i.e., the channel quality improves) to be transmitted.
To remedy the high-delay problem, we proposed a lightweight replication-based LIFO-backpressure (RBL) algorithm, which improves delay performance without compromising high throughput performance. RBL comes, however, at the expense of additional traffic transmissions at low load. Hence, achieving an optimal power/delay tradeoff could be an interesting direction to explore. Besides generating replicas, such as RBL, another possible solution for improving the delay performance of LIFO-BCP at low load is to inject encoded packets. This problem is also left as an interesting area for future work.
APPENDIX PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We first prove that in the described state, none of the packets in the network can leave it. Consider the packets at node i, whose queue length is Q i = iV · ETX min . Node i has two neighbors: node i + 1 and node i − 1. The backpressure weight of node i + 1 is
for both lossless and lossy channels. Thus, the transmission condition of BCP is not satisfied and the packets of node i cannot be transmitted to node i + 1. The backpressure weight of node i − 1 is
Similarly, the packets cannot be transmitted to node i − 1 either.
Second, we prove that in the described state, any new packet arriving into this network will leave the network within a finite time a.s. Assume that a new packet arrives at node N and sees the network in the steady state. Then For the lossless case, since the channel threshold V · ETX N →N −1 = V · ETX min , the backpressure weight will be positive and the transmission condition is satisfied. Then the packet will be transmitted to node N − 1, with the service time being exponentially distributed. For the lossy case, since the channel threshold V · ETX N →N −1 will return to V · ETX min within a finite time a.s. and the service time is exponentially distributed, the packet will move to node N − 1 within a finite time a.s. Likewise, the packet will experience finite delay a.s. at the next hops before leaving the network. As λ → 0, the next packet arrival to the network will take place a.s. after the current packet leaves. Therefore, all the packets arriving to the network see the system in the steady state and leave the network within a finite time.
